PVL Score Sheet Checklist
Before the Match
 All Score sheets should be written legibly. Failure to do so will result in penalties applying.
 Check the boxes identifying the match to be played have been completed.
 Team Captains need to complete the players list.
Every player should have a number next to their name, including the Liberos
The Liberos should be written in the designated area
 Referees and Scorers need to complete the Referee details.
-

After the Coin Toss
 At the completion of the toss, record on the score sheet which team is A and which is B. As you look at
the court, Team A should be on your left and team B on your right. Fill in the headers for each set.
 Fill in the rotations for the set for each team (as provided by the team coaches on rotation slips at the
beginning of each set).



Check off each player on court against the players listed on the score sheet.

During the Match
 Any sanctions must be recorded by the scorer in the Sanction area of the score sheet .
 At the end of each set, the scorer must complete the following:-

circle the final points for team A and Team B
cross out the points that haven't been used

After the Match
 The scorer will need to complete the results section of the score sheet.
- T = Timeouts taken – enter number for set
- S = Substitutions used – enter number for set
- W = Win – enter a ‘1’ if that team won the set
- Pts = Points won – enter points scored in the set
- Total = Totals for the above throughout the match
 Obtain the signatures of both captains.
 Obtain the MVP points: This is to be done by the 1st Referee 3 points to player on Winning team and 1
point to any other player.
 The Duty team must return the completed score sheet & match ball to the 1st referee to be delivered to
the Venue Manager’s office.

Warm Up Protocol (15 mins total)
at -15:00 General Warm Up (for 8 mins)
at -7:00 Coin Toss & Front Spiking (for 3 mins)
at -4:00 Back Spiking (for 2 mins)
at -2:00 Serving (for 1 min)
at -1:00 Rotation Check on Court (for 1 min)
at 0:00 Start Game

